LONG DISTANCE OPTION FOR IRIDOLOGY!
Many people ask me about doing an Iridology and Sclerology analysis if they can’t
come to my office for professional eye photos. Now there is a way you CAN!
This requires the use of a digital camera with a ZOOM lens, or a smart phone camera
with one of the new ZOOM lenses attached! A regular phone camera will NOT work.
You must have someone take the eye photos for you! Do not try to do it yourself.
Start with the LEFT eye and take at least three good photos. You must go as close up
as possible! I do not want to see your face and brow, mostly just the eye. Keep the
LIGHT in the front or to the side, not below or above. Do the Iris first, then the four
quadrants of the sclera (whites). (See next page for directions.) Then repeat on the
RIGHT eye. Please save as actual size! You may need to send them to me through
Drop Box or email 2 or 3 photos at a time. Here are a couple of examples:

WRONG:

BETTER:

Taking pictures of the Sclera or whites.
The whites tell me current pathology, levels of toxicity, congestion, serious
warning signs, heavy metals, micro-organisms, drug imbediment, arterial
congestion, allergies, encapsulations, and so much more! They are important.
Start with LEFT eye, face forward but look all the way to the right, take photo.
Then look all the way to the left, take photo. Hold the bottom lid ALL the way
down and look UP. Take a photo. Then hold the top lid UP (from the lid, not
brow) and look down to the floor. Take Photo.
Repeat on the RIGHT eye. Be sure they are FOCUSED and well lit.

Save all the photos as actual size. Do not reduce! Email me at:
drjanesmolnik@gmail.com, or send via Dropbox or Hightail. Call me if you have
any questions at 828-777-5263. After I approve the photos, you can book appt.

